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Our purpose, at the Adecco Group, is to make the future work for everyone. Through our global business units – Adecco, Akkodis and LHH - we enable sustainable and lifelong employability of individuals, deliver digital and engineering solutions to power the Smart Industry transformation, and empower organisations to optimise their workforces.

In 2022, our tax contributions grew to EUR 6.2bn as our revenue and business activity expanded both organically and through acquisitions. This is equivalent to more than one quarter of our total annual revenue.

Looking back over the last 4 years, our tax contributions have been approximately EUR 22bn in total. These have gone to local governments to power critical public services helping those most in need and creating a better future for people across 60 countries worldwide.

Payroll & social security tax as well as sales tax are by far the most significant tax contributions by our organisation. This reflects the composition of our business activities, in particular the flexible placement business, which we explain in more detail in this report.

We also outline our tax principles, policies, governance and risk management on which our tax contributions stand.

How we achieve our revenue and profits matters. Contributing to public finances through paying taxes responsibly is an integral part of our purpose. In most countries, public finances are still suffering from the economic impact from the COVID-19 pandemic, and it will take time for them to recover. By seeking to comply with both the letter and spirit of applicable tax laws, we ensure we pay our share and make the future work for everyone.

Coram Williams
Group Chief Financial Officer

### Tax paid (Bn’EUR)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Payroll and Social Security tax</th>
<th>Sales tax</th>
<th>Income tax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>EUR 5.8bn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>EUR 4.7bn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>EUR 5.4bn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>EUR 6.2bn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Adecco Group – Who we are

THE GROUP

In this report, the Adecco Group is defined as Adecco Group AG and its consolidated subsidiaries, consistent with the definition used in our Annual Report 2022.

At the Adecco Group, our purpose – to make the future work for everyone – inspires and connects us all. We enable sustainable and lifelong employability for individuals, deliver digital and engineering solutions to power the Smart Industry transformation and empower organisations to optimise their workforces. The Adecco Group leads by example and is committed to creating an inclusive culture and supporting resilient economies and communities.

In 2022, the Group had:

- 39,000 full time equivalent employees (approx.)
- EUR 4,974m gross profit
- + 30,000 full time equivalent employees Akkodis consultants (approx.)
- EUR 547m operating income
- 2 million associates on assignment every day, including in our joint ventures (approx.)
- EUR 451m income before income taxes
- EUR 23,640m revenue
- EUR 6.2bn total tax contributions

Global Business Units (’GBUs’) and service lines

The Group operates three distinct Global Business Units:

1. Adecco

Adecco is a global leader in workforce solutions, offering flexible placement, permanent placement, outsourcing and managed services across all sectors.

In 2022, the Adecco GBU contributed 76% of Group revenues and 65% of Earnings Before Interest, Tax and Amortisation (EBITA). Its largest segments are France and Southern Europe & EEMENA.

Service lines – FP / PP / OC / TR

2. Akkodis

In 2022, we completed the acquisition of AKKA and its combination with Modis to launch Akkodis. Akkodis powers the Smart Industry transformation globally with digital and engineering services across Consulting, Solutions, Talent and Academy.

Akkodis contributed 16% of Group revenues and 24% of EBITA in 2022.

Service lines – OC / FP / TR

3. LHH

LHH helps future-proof organisations and careers by building the right capabilities, delivering talent advisory services and enabling workforce transformation.

In 2022, LHH represented 8% of Group revenues and 11% of EBITA.

Service lines – CT / TR / PP / FP

1 Eastern Europe, Middle East & North Africa
We report our performance by service line, summarised below:

**FP - Flexible Placement**
We place associates with organisations on a temporary basis, providing flexibility to employers and new opportunities to candidates. We manage the entire recruitment process from candidate search and screening, through onboarding and training, to payroll and administration. Associates are employed by the Group while on assignments, which often run consecutively to provide continuous employment. In some countries, associates are employed by the Adecco Group on a permanent basis and seconded to clients.

**PP - Permanent Placement**
We help employers to recruit talent for permanent roles, securing the skills needed for an organisation’s ongoing success. We source candidates, screen CVs, conduct interviews and assessments, and advise hiring managers. We have access to a wide range of talent, including hard-to-reach professionals who are not actively looking for a new job.

**CT - Career Transition**
We support organisations and their employees through changes that require individuals to transition out of their existing roles. Through our expert coaching and training, we help individuals find new opportunities both within and outside their existing company, ensuring positive outcomes for all. Our LHH Career Transition business is the global leader in its market.

**OC - Outsourcing, Consulting & Other Services**
We also offer a full spectrum of complementary HR solutions, including: Outsourcing – staffing and managing the entirety of a labour-intensive activity, such as warehouse logistics or IT support; Consulting – providing technical experts for project-related work; Managed Service Programmes (MSPs) – managing all parts of the flexible workforce at organisations using a large number of contingent workers; and Recruitment Process Outsourcing (RPO) – handling the entire hiring process for employers recruiting large numbers of permanent employees.

**TR - Training, Upskilling & Reskilling**
We offer training, up-skilling and re-skilling both as standalone services and in combination with other solutions, such as placements or as part of a broader workforce transformation offering. Adecco is a leading provider of work-based training. Our General Assembly brand is a leader in up-skilling and re-skilling in high-demand digital skills, while our Akkodis Tech Academy offers candidates the opportunity to upskill in technology and digital engineering-related fields to increase their employability and to create a supply of in-demand candidates for our clients.

**Group revenue by service line**

- **Flexible Placement**: 77%
- **Outsourcing, Consulting & Other Services**: 17%
- **Permanent Placement**: 3%
- **Training, Upskilling & Reskilling**: 2%
- **Career Transition**: 1%

In our Annual Report 2022, revenues are reported by service line. The flexible placement service line makes up more than 75% of our revenue.

Based on US GAAP revenue reported in the 2022 Adecco Group Annual Report.
Group revenue and EBITA (excluding one-offs) by segment

The Group reports revenues and Earnings Before Interest, Taxes & Amortisation (EBITA) before one-offs for Adecco, LHH and Akkodis. Adecco is the largest segment, making up 76% of the group revenue and 65% of group EBITA before one-offs.

Our geographical presence

The Group reports revenues and pays tax in the countries where we operate and value is created. You can see in this chart the revenue that is disclosed by segment in our 2022 Group Annual Report.

Revenue by segment

Based on US GAAP revenue reported in the 2022 Adecco Group Annual Report
Our history

Adecco Group AG is the parent company and head office of the Adecco Group. It is a stock corporation (Aktiengesellschaft) organised under the laws of Switzerland with its registered office in Zurich, Switzerland. Adecco Group AG is listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange (symbol ADEN).

We can trace our roots back to the original Adia business, which was founded in Lausanne, Switzerland, in 1957. Adia expanded throughout Europe during the 1960’s through acquisitions, and in the 1970’s took a first step overseas.

In August 1996, the Adia Group merged with the Ecco Group, with Adia S.A. being the surviving company. In connection with the merger, Adia S.A. changed its name to Adecco S.A. (now known as Adecco Group AG).

With the merger of these two multinational providers of staffing services, the Adecco Group became one of the world’s largest staffing services companies, operating in 60 countries with leading position in Europe, North America, Asia/Pacific and Latin America.

Starting in January 1997, all offices previously operating under the names Adia or Ecco were renamed Adecco. The rebranding was completed by March 1997.

Today we continue to have significant operations in Switzerland generating unrelated party revenue of over EUR 0.5bn \(^{(1)}\) and with more than 1,300 full-time equivalent employees.

The Ecco Group began in 1964 as a single operation in Lyon, France. By 1995, Ecco had become an international company with branches in 32 countries offering temporary placement, permanent recruitment, limited tenure, fixed-term contracts and the provision of payroll-related services. Ecco was a major personnel service company in Europe and Latin America. It was also the market leader in France.

2021 marked the first year of the Group’s new strategy, Future@Work. This vision to transform the business will enable the Adecco Group to meet the demands of a changing world and support the purpose of making the future work for everyone.

In 2022, the Group completed the acquisition of the AKKA group, a leader in engineering R&D services. AKKA was combined with Modis, the Adecco Group’s high-tech services business, to form Akkodis.

---

\(^{(1)}\) Unrelated party revenue defined by OECD for Country by Country Reporting
Head office services

Adecco Group AG plays a pivotal role in the success of the group.

As well as the typical functions provided by a listed parent company, such as governance, strategy and investor relations, the key services provided by the head office includes the following:

Management services
To be successful in highly competitive markets, our local businesses must focus on their core competencies, i.e. provision of the highest level of services at competitive prices.

To reach this goal, our local businesses outsource corporate functions to the head office. Our head office employs highly specialised personnel, develops more efficient organisation models and optimises the allocation of resources.

Trademark development, enhancement, maintenance, protection and exploitation
Branding is important for clients and candidates in the staffing business. Strong trademarks have a competitive advantage and signify better quality standards and procedures.

Having well-known brands with a global network allows us to establish sales agreements and alliances with large national & global clients. Clients appreciate a single point of contact with a group whose global footprint is able to coordinate and implement their projects in all countries.

Uniformity of service provision and standardised work procedures are valuable for the Adecco Group. This concept is understood and appreciated by clients. It stands for a guaranteed level of service provision served globally.

The continued success of our business and branding also depends in part on our ability to offer attractive conditions and consecutive assignments to attract and retain skilled & qualified candidates.

IT strategy and governance

Our IT strategy model enables the Group to be more responsive and better serve business priorities in the markets. There is clear accountability for meeting business needs and at the same time ensuring strong global IT governance. The global solutions and services are managed efficiently from the head office.

Digital ventures

The Adecco Group believes in the potential of digital. Our head office digital team scours the HR tech landscape for promising ideas and partners. Through a combination of internal ventures, partnerships and targeted M&A, the Group has built a portfolio of digital ventures that leverage the best of HR solutions and the best of tech. They can drive productivity and create innovative new tools that allow us to upgrade existing solutions, expand addressable market and create more value for both companies and individuals.

Adecco Group AG is responsible for the strategic vision in developing and maintaining these digital ventures for the group.

Financing

The head office has a centralised treasury function that undertakes various activities including the provision of funding for the local businesses.

Adecco Group AG uses its economic power and strength to raise financing from external sources which is then provided to its subsidiaries to fund working capital requirements, acquisition projects and other corporate requirements.
Our purpose is to make the future work for everyone. We believe that contributing to public finances through paying taxes responsibly is an integral part of achieving our purpose and one of the ways we support the economic and societal development of our markets worldwide.

As a global business, we have established the following tax principles to consistently apply our approach to taxation matters across our organisation. These principles apply to payroll & social security tax, transaction tax (which includes sales tax) and income tax, as defined on the next page.

**Our Tax Principles**

1. We comply with all relevant tax laws, regulations and tax reporting requirements in all jurisdictions in which we operate and at a Group level. We file local tax returns on time (or within granted extension deadlines) and remit tax payments on time in accordance with local law.

2. We report revenue and pay taxes on profits in the countries where we operate and where value is created, with related party transactions priced in accordance with arm’s length principles.

3. We do not engage in artificial tax-driven structures and transactions, but instead seek to comply with both the letter and spirit of applicable tax laws.

4. We seek to achieve favourable tax outcomes for us where a legitimate choice exists.

5. Our relationships with tax authorities are based on trust, mutual respect, transparency, collaboration and compliance.

6. Our tax professionals or external advisors are appropriately qualified, trained and/or experienced.
Definitions of Taxes and Tax Contributions

**Payroll & Social Security Tax**

We define payroll tax as any tax levied directly on the pay of colleagues and associates, for which a Group company has deduction at source (withholding) or reporting obligations.

Social security tax is defined as separate levies applied to the pay of colleagues and associates, to cover payments in respect of national insurance, welfare, health, social policies and alike, for which a Group company has employer contributions, deduction at source (withholding) or reporting obligations.

**Transaction Tax**

We define transaction tax as taxes levied directly on transactions undertaken by an Adecco Group company, for which it has reporting obligations.

Examples would include but are not limited to VAT, GST, sales/use tax, stamp duties and capital taxes. There may be also other transaction taxes particular to individual jurisdictions which are also covered by this.

**Income Tax**

We define income tax (also known as direct tax) as domestic and foreign federal (national), state and local (including franchise) taxes based on income. Minimum taxes and withholding taxes are considered income taxes.

**Payroll & social security tax contributions**

Our payroll & social security tax contributions are defined as amounts recorded in the income statement, whether paid to the government or directly to the non-government insurance company. The income statement amount is not materially different to the actual amounts paid in the year, though there may be some small differences as a result of payments falling due after the year end. In 2022, additional payments made by AKKA entities that had been deferred from prior years under local government COVID relief measures were also included.

Amounts are net of any government subsidies or credits.

Our tax contributions exclude deductions at source (withholding) that we paid on behalf of our employees.

**Sales tax contributions**

Our sales tax contributions are defined as sales tax, VAT and GST paid by us during the year to the tax authorities.

Stamp duties, capital taxes or real estate transfer taxes are excluded as they are not material to the overall tax contributions.

**Income tax contributions**

Our income tax contributions are defined as income taxes paid by us during the year to the tax authorities.
OUR APPROACH

Our approach to tax is embedded throughout our organization. Tax governance and risk is considered at the highest level of our Group. The Audit Committee of the Board (Audit Committee) receives quarterly tax updates from the Group Head of Tax and tax matters are a regular agenda item at their meetings.

Under our tax governance framework, we operate a Group-wide tax compliance policy covering transaction tax, payroll & social security tax and income tax. This policy is approved by the Board of Director. Responsibility for adherence to the policy lies with the Head of Finance of each reporting unit.

Processes for identifying, measuring, managing and reporting key risks are in place throughout the Group and are assessed and monitored under our Group internal control and audit procedures. The Group Internal Audit function’s authority is granted by the Board of Directors. Their responsibilities are defined by the Audit Committee. These include determining whether the network of risk management, control and governance processes is adequate and functioning in an effective and efficient manner.

Group Internal Audit report significant issues related to tax processes to the Audit Committee. The Audit Committee receives reports on the status of significant findings, recommendations as well as management’s responses and their implementation status. The Audit Committee meets regularly (12 times in 2022).

In addition, as part of the annual closure of our US GAAP consolidated accounts, we ensure all taxes are identified and accounted for properly.

Our Group Tax team has regular scheduled calls with our reporting unit Heads of Finance and / or Regional Tax Managers, embedding adherence to our tax principles and governance into the culture of our organisation. This includes identification, management and monitoring of tax risks. We have structured agendas to collaboratively discuss the latest developments, share knowledge and best practice and provide training / coaching. These discussions ensure our actions are consistent with our tax principles.

Maintaining the highest standards of ethical conduct and ensuring we meet our legal obligations are central to the Group’s sustainable success. Concerns can be raised through management, our global network of integrity and compliance officers, or our 24-hour reporting tools (hotline and website), without fear of retaliation. For further details, please see the “Company strategy: Sustainability” and “Corporate Governance” sections of our Annual Report 2022.

Relations with audit, tax and law firms
Our teams have a deep knowledge and expertise in the tax arena. For a better understanding of new tax regulation, complex tax compliance, important projects with a potentially significant tax impact and tax audit / litigation, we may also engage external tax advisors.

We ensure that external tax advisors are independent from our external financial auditors.

Relations with investors
We focus on providing transparent and consistent information and interactive communication to our investors. We listen to their views concerning taxes, such as transparency and governance, and factor their expectations into our approach. We promptly reply to any specific correspondence from investors to provide them with additional insight into our approach to tax.
Relationship with tax and other public authorities
Our relationships with tax and other public authorities are based on the principles of trust, mutual respect, transparency, collaboration and compliance. Our approach to tax matters, including strategy, governance and transparency takes into account the latest views of these organisations.

By communicating in a transparent way, we work towards fostering mutually constructive and open relationships with public authorities and also with the purpose of reducing the risk of challenge and dispute.

We are dedicated to accurate and timely responses to requests from public authorities. We also seek to remove uncertainty and financial risk by entering into contemporaneous tax audit programmes or advanced agreements with tax authorities where necessary.

We may provide our opinion when given the opportunity in public consultations in respect to taxation, typically to assist in developing clear effective tax law.

Details of our approach to advocacy are included in the “Company strategy: Sustainability” section of our Annual Report 2022. We do not specifically advocate on taxation.

Tax audits and litigation
Tax audits are a common standard procedure that occur periodically. Our local business units communicate internally to the Group Tax department any official communication they receive for initiation of tax audits by local tax authorities. We collaboratively compile information, drawing on both internal and external expertise, to support our position.

We act in good faith, in a spirit of mutual respect to facilitate the process of tax audits by responding to questions raised and providing information via our local businesses in line with our interpretation of local legislation. We value compliance and transparency while ensuring security and confidentiality of shared documentation.

Defending our interpretation of tax laws may eventually lead to litigation to uphold the best interests of our stakeholders. Litigation is the last resort should a dispute arise between us and the tax authorities. It usually arises from law ambiguity in terms of content or intent, differences in tax law interpretation and/or developments in case law.

In these cases, country specific judicial systems and their corresponding steps for tax litigation are carefully consulted and adhered to. We prepare detailed documentation coupled with supporting evidence that will enable us to defend our position drawing on our internal knowledge and external expertise for the whole duration of the judicial process.
Transfer Pricing for Intra-Group Services

To ensure our tax contributions are appropriate, all intra-Group services must be performed at arm’s length prices. Our arm’s length pricing methodologies are under constant review and follow the recommendations of the OECD transfer pricing guidelines.

Intra-Group services
An intra-Group service is between Group affiliates. For the Adecco Group, it consists mainly of services, financing arrangements and rights to intellectual property (hereinafter referred together as “services”).

The Group arranges for a wide scope of services to be available to its businesses around the world, in particular administrative, technical, and financial services. The cost of providing such services may be pooled initially at the parent level, at designated Group members (“service centre”), or other Group members. It is in the interests of the Group to provide intra-Group services efficiently, minimising costs and leveraging knowledge where possible.

Arm’s length pricing
Group pricing is in-line with the arm’s length principle, meaning the price charged between two related parties should be the same as the price charged between two unrelated parties.

Pricing methodology
The two key transfer pricing methods widely applied are:

- Comparable Uncontrolled Price (CUP) method - compares price for services between affiliates to price charged with or between unrelated parties; and

- Transactional Net Margin Method (TNMM) - compares net profit margin (relative to costs) of an affiliate with net profit margins realised by unrelated parties from similar arrangements.

Economic analysis
The service provider must be able to demonstrate that intercompany services are correctly priced by providing support to the transfer pricing method applied:

- CUP – internal and/or external comparable benchmarks.

- TNMM – cost basis, allocation key, mark-up percentage (comparable benchmarks to support mark-up).

Substantiation
Both service provider and recipient must be able to demonstrate that intercompany services have been rendered by the service provider and used and received for the benefit of the service recipient.

Documentation
Our transfer pricing documentation provides details of intra-Group services, which are documents required for compliance and/or tax audit/litigation. Our documentation:

- describes the Group’s activities and intra-Group pricing policy;

- describes the local entity’s activities;

- describes functions performed, assets used/owned, and risks undertaken;

- provides a list of intra-Group services;

- sets out economic analysis to demonstrate that pricing is arm’s length (local benchmarking studies are carried out at local level if required by local rules);

- includes additional supportive documentation to evidence the substance and benefit of the relevant intra-Group services; and

- includes legal agreements which formalise intra-Group services.
The previously outlined tax principles and governance ensure we make the appropriate tax contributions to the respective local governments.

The composition of a business’ tax contributions varies from business to business depending on the industry the business operates in and its particular fact pattern. At the Adecco Group, our tax contributions are comprised of different categories of tax: payroll & social security tax, sales tax and income tax.

Over the past four years we contributed over EUR 22bn in payroll & social security tax, sales tax and income tax. In 2022, our contribution was EUR 6.2bn, higher than in prior years. The trend of increasing tax contributions reflects the organic growth in revenues since 2020, which was negatively impacted by the affect of the COVID-19 pandemic on business activity, and the acquisition of AKKA. 2022 is the first year that the tax contributions from AKKA are included as part of the Adecco Group.

On the following pages, we have identified the key drivers of tax contributions for our business as a talent solutions and advisory company for each tax category.

Sales tax includes VAT. The data is derived from cash flow information in local currencies, translated to Euro using the average foreign exchange rate for the year.

Payroll and social security tax includes statutory social insurance payments, whether paid to the government or directly to the non-government insurance company. The amount is net of any government subsidies or credits. It is calculated based on the annual costs recorded in the income statement. This is not materially different to the actual amounts paid in the year, though there may be some small differences as a result of payments falling due after the year end. In 2022, additional payments made by AKKA entities that had been deferred from prior years under local government COVID relief measures were also included.

Income tax data represents the actual income tax paid in the year.
Key Drivers

Payroll & social security tax

**2,000,000** associates on assignment every day, including in our joint ventures

**740,000** associates on assignment every day, excluding our joint ventures

**39,000** full-time equivalent employees

**+30,000** full time equivalent employees Akkodis consultants

Salary payments are our most significant cost because our flexible placement service line is our largest business, generating 77% of revenue in 2022. Payroll and social security tax due from the employer (excluding deductions at source that are paid on behalf of employees and associates) are typically based on the salary of each employee/associate on assignment.

As a result of the number of associates and employees, and the total salary costs, our largest category of tax contribution is payroll & social security tax. The amount contributed in 2022, excluding the contributions from our joint ventures, is EUR 3.3bn.

Sales tax

**EUR 23,640m** of revenue

**c. 100,000** clients

Most of our sales are to other businesses in the same respective country. We report revenue and costs in all the countries where we operate and, in countries where sales tax is applicable, it is applied to our revenue when we invoice our customers for the services we have provided.

In most sales tax regimes, such as for Value Added Tax (VAT), the sales tax payable to the local government is determined as the net amount of sales tax charged on customer revenue and sales tax paid on supplier costs. As we do not incur sales tax on our most significant cost, salaries, our sales tax on revenue is much more than the sales tax we pay on our costs, resulting in a high net payment.

Sales tax is one of our largest tax contributions. We contributed EUR 2.7bn in 2022.

Income tax

**EUR 451m** income before taxes

Our gross profit is significantly less than our revenue once the salary costs from the flexible placement service line are taken into account. We then deduct other costs of doing business and arrive at our income before tax amount. This figure is the basis on which taxable profits are determined by applying the relevant tax laws and rates.

Our income tax contribution is therefore significantly less than our other tax contributions.

Income tax contributions make up just 4% of total contributions in 2022. This is because the tax rate is applied to a smaller taxable base amount than the payroll & social security tax and sales tax. We contributed EUR 0.2bn of income tax in 2022.
Income Tax ETR

Income tax has been subject to much scrutiny. Global initiatives, such as the OECD/G20 Inclusive Framework on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting, are designed to ensure large multinational businesses pay their fair share of income tax in the appropriate countries where they operate.

Effective tax rate (ETR) is a measure of the income tax expense relative to income before taxes, using the figures from the income statement in the annual accounts. This can be used as a way of comparing the tax contributions between businesses, industries and periods of time.

Our global effective tax rate\(^1\) including discrete items is 24% in 2022, 22% in 2021 and 38% in 2020. The ETR is affected by discrete items which may occur in any given year but are not consistent from year to year. The most significant impact is from reductions to valuation allowances on deferred tax assets. The impact is a reduction to the ETR because the benefit of the deferred tax asset is included.

Our ETR excluding discrete items is 36% in 2022, 28% in 2021 and 37% in 2020. The ETR excluding discrete items is impacted year to year by changes to the earnings mix to and from higher taxed jurisdictions. It is also affected by the relative weight of the French business tax which is based on revenue and not on net income. In 2022, the ETR excluding discrete items is further impacted by the inclusion of AKKA in the earnings mix and the AKKA French business tax.

\(^1\) To calculate the ETR, the income before taxes in 2020 are adjusted for impairments of goodwill in our income statement. These impairments reduce the income before tax amounts and therefore increase the ETR unless they are adjusted.
ETR (cash tax basis)
We have also calculated our ETR using income tax contributed in the year (ETR (cash tax basis)). We prefer this as it directly relates to the actual contributions received by the respective governments rather than the amount expensed in the income statement of the annual accounts. Our ETR (cash tax basis) is above our industry peer group and the most commonly recognised minimum tax rates (see following chart).

The ETR (cash tax basis) in 2022 is 50%, 26% in 2021 and 67% in 2020. The high rates in 2022 and 2020 are a result of tax payments being based on prior year profits. Lower profits in 2022 and 2020 has the effect of increasing the ETR (cash tax basis). The payment of tax in 2020 in the US on the sale of a business in 2019 also increased the 2020 ETR (cash tax basis). Further details for 2019 were included in our 2021 report. Tax payments across these years were €227m in 2022, €195m in 2021 and €290m in 2020.

1 Adjustments to income before tax: In our ETR calculation, we adjust the income before taxes in 2020 for impairments of goodwill in our income statement. These impairments reduce the income before tax amounts and therefore increase the ETR unless they are adjusted to remove their impact on the ETR calculation. We also adjust the income before tax figures for our peers on the same basis.
2 Peer group: We used Randstad and Manpower as a peer group.
3 US GILTI rate: The US GILTI tax is a tax on global intangible low-taxed income. It is intended to prevent erosion of the U.S. tax base by discouraging multinational companies from shifting their profits from the U.S. to foreign jurisdictions with tax rates below U.S. rates. We have used the current rate of up to 13.125% for our comparison.
4 US alternative minimum tax: The Inflation Reduction Act imposes an alternative minimum tax of 15% on businesses in the US satisfying income thresholds. We have shown the agreed 15% minimum tax rate in the ETR chart for reference purposes. However, the tax is applied to the income in the financial statements after a unique set of adjustments to the accounting figures reported and is not directly comparable as it deviates from the standard ETR methodology.
5 Minimum global tax rate: The OECD has published the Global Anti-Base Erosion Model Rules (the “GloBE rules”). We have shown the agreed 15% minimum tax rate in the ETR chart for reference purposes. However, the GloBE ETR calculation requires a unique set of adjustments to the accounting figures reported and is not directly comparable as it deviates from the standard ETR methodology.

Effective tax rate (cash tax basis)
Contributions by Region

Total tax contribution by region

Our total 2022 tax contribution is comprised 52% from payroll and social security tax, 44% from sales tax, and 4% from income tax. The chart shows revenue and the total tax contribution by region.

We are committed to paying tax in the jurisdiction in which value is created in accordance with the arm’s length principle. Most of our tax contributions were in Europe, our largest market, and are aligned with the relative size of our geographical footprint.

An exception is France, which is responsible for nearly 23% of global sales but accounts for 37% of our total tax contribution. France has a large flexible placement service line which, taken together with the French tax rates for sales tax and payroll & social security tax, results in a high portion of total tax contributions relative to other regions.

In the US, sales tax varies by State. Most US States do not apply sales tax on services. Therefore, the total tax contribution in North America is relatively lower than in Europe.

Revenue and tax contributions by region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Revenue</th>
<th>Tax contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia Pacific</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Revenue based on data in the Country-by-Country Report. Figures for Europe also include Middle East and Africa due to the small relative business footprint in these regions.
Europe is the largest contributor overall of payroll & social security tax, aligned with the relative size of our geographical footprint.

France is the single largest contributor, which is consistent with Adecco France being our largest segment by revenue and having a large flexible placement service line.

Payments by AKKA in respect to prior years that were deferred until 2022 under government COVID relief measures were also included for France.

Sales tax in the US is enacted at a State level. Most US States do not apply sales tax on services. Therefore, North America makes up a relatively small portion of the total sales tax.

Similar to payroll and social security tax, France is the single largest contributor due to its large flexible placement service line.

Europe is the largest contributor overall of income tax, aligned with the relative size of our geographical footprint.

---

1 Figures for Europe also include Middle East and Africa due to the comparatively small business footprint in these regions.
Other Relevant Tax Developments

Global minimum tax
The Global Anti-Base Erosion Model Rules (the “GloBE rules”) published by the OECD define the scope, mechanics and administration of the global minimum tax. This is effectively a new global tax system with a distinct set of rules that will co-exist with current local tax systems.

Broadly, the new rules require large multinational groups to pay a minimum level of tax for each country where they operate. The minimum rate is set at 15%.

The GloBE rules require implementation of a new methodology to determine the GloBE effective tax rate (GloBE ETR) by country. Where the GloBE ETR is less than 15%, the top-up tax applies. The additional amount to be paid will be reduced to reflect the substance we have in the country, measured by the level of payroll and tangible assets. There are also transitional and permanent safe harbours to ease the GloBE compliance burden, aimed at high-tax or low-risk jurisdictions.

Each country must adopt the GloBE rules into their local legislation. The timeframe for this process varies by country but in most cases the rules are expected to be in force for 2024.

The law to implement GloBE in Switzerland in 2024 will be voted on by the public on 18 June 2023. A majority of the elective citizens as well as a majority of the Cantons must approve the change.

The EU Minimum Tax Directive was unanimously approved and has entered into force to implement the GloBE rules. It requires Member State implementation of the Directive by the end of 2023.

The impact to our income tax contributions will become clearer once further details of the local country implementation become available. However, we do not expect the impact to significantly increase our total tax contributions.

US tax reform
To reconcile the budget in the US, the Inflation Reduction Act included a US minimum tax that is substantially different to the OECD GloBE rules. The minimum tax is effective from 2023 onwards. We do not currently exceed the threshold for the tax to apply to our US business. We are monitoring this on an ongoing basis.

Reallocation of taxing rights
There are also OECD draft model rules to reallocate and tax part of the profits of the “largest and most profitable multinational enterprises” in the countries where they are selling, even if there is no physical presence. This is intended to bring the tax system up to date for the digital age. The portion to be taxed in other countries has been agreed at 25% of the profit exceeding a 10% margin.

We do not expect this proposal to be relevant to our Group as we have significant presence in the markets we operate, we recognise revenue and pay tax in these countries, and our margins do not exceed the 10% threshold.

Swiss tax reform
Following a long running dispute between the EU and Switzerland about some of the Swiss cantonal tax regimes, Switzerland undertook a tax reform to align with OECD standards. The reformed regime took effect from 1 January 2020. Some of the key aims of the tax reform were to secure the long-term fiscal attractiveness of Switzerland, guarantee international acceptance and raise sufficient tax revenues.

Our businesses in Switzerland are ordinarily taxed at the Swiss federal, cantonal and communal tax rates. Adecco Group AG is taxed as an ordinary company, subject to the transition rules of the tax reform.

Acquisition of the AKKA group
The acquisition of AKKA was completed in 2022. Combining the AKKA and Modis businesses creates the global number two player in the engineering research and development services market, and a powerful platform from which the business can drive future Smart Industry leadership.

The inclusion of AKKA into the Adecco group increases the tax contributions of the group for 2022 onwards.
Our Activities in Low Income Tax Jurisdictions

We are a global business with operations in approximately 60 countries. We pay tax at various rates, determined by the respective local governments. In some cases, these governments have decided to provide exemptions or set income tax rates at zero or close to zero to attract investment. We are present in two countries below that fall into this scenario. Our activities in these jurisdictions are for business purposes.

As set out in our tax principles on page 9, we do not engage in artificial tax-driven structures and transactions, but instead seek to comply with both letter and spirit of applicable tax laws. We report revenues and pay taxes in the countries where we operate and where value is created according to arm’s length principles.

**Philippines**

In the Philippines, our revenue\(^1\) is EUR 4.8m, income before tax\(^1\) is EUR 0.5m and there are 254 full-time equivalent employees in 2022. Our activities in the Philippines are mainly process outsourcing services.

The Philippines Economic Zones Authority (PEZA) is the Philippine government agency responsible for promoting investments and granting incentives to service facilities inside selected geographical areas throughout the country designated as PEZA Special Economic Zones, legislated for in the Philippines Special Economic Zone Act of 1995.

Our business qualified under the PEZA registration for a corporate income tax holiday (full exemption) subject to compliance with certain criteria. Upon expiry of the holiday period in 2020, a 5% special tax on gross income applied.

In response to the impact of the COVID, further legislation was enacted by the Philippine Congress and the incentive criteria was adjusted for the post-pandemic business environment. As a result, the 5% special tax on gross income is extended for a 10-year period for our business operations.

---

**United Arab Emirates (“UAE”)**

In 2022, we have revenue\(^1\) of EUR 74.6m, income before tax\(^1\) of EUR 3.9m and 109 full-time equivalent employees in our UAE businesses. The activities of the Adecco Group in the UAE are mainly:

- Consulting and engineering services
- Temporary employee services which comprise general and professional staffing; and
- Other activities which comprise recruitment and selection, and outsourcing.

The current UAE income tax regime only applies to oil companies and foreign banks. It is not applicable to our activities. However, the Ministry of Finance has announced a new income tax regime to come into effect for accounting periods starting from 1 June 2023. For business income that does not qualify for 0% in a Qualifying Free Zone, the rate will be 9%.

---

\(^1\) Revenue and income before tax defined by OECD for Country-by-Country Reporting
Background
Country-by-Country Reporting (CbCR) is part of the OECD’s Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) Action Plan 13. Large multinational groups provide an annual report to the tax authorities of the key elements of the financial statements by jurisdiction.

Taxes are important sources of government revenue and are central to the fiscal policy and macroeconomic stability of countries. They are acknowledged by the UN to play a vital role in achieving the Sustainable Development Goals. They are also a key mechanism by which organizations contribute to the economies of the countries in which they operate, as government revenues support public infrastructure and services.

Our purpose is to make the future work for everyone. How we achieve our profits and pay our taxes matters.

Publicly reporting on the Group’s country-by-country tax contributions is thus an important step for us in increasing transparency and promoting trust in our tax practices by enabling stakeholders to make more informed judgements about our tax positions.

The full data set required for our CbCR Table 1 is included on the following pages. The basis for this financial information is governed by the OECD BEPS Action Plan 13. In some cases this leads to differences to the data reported under US GAAP in our annual report. The notes following Table 1 explain the basis for the Table 1 data in more detail.

Sales tax and payroll & social security tax are by far the most significant tax contributions for our business as discussed earlier. We have therefore also included these as additional data in the table.
# Entities, countries and activities
A list of the major consolidated subsidiaries of the Group, their type (Holding, Operating, Services or Financial) and their respective countries are included in our Annual Report 2022, available on our website.

# General description of data sources
The major data sources used are the Annual Report 2022 and the Monthly Financial Reporting Packages (MFRP). MFRP is the tool used for financial reporting purposes.

# Currency
The reporting currency of our Group is Euro and the financial data shown in this report are in EUR unless otherwise indicated.

The operations of the Group are conducted in various countries around the world and are reported in the applicable foreign currencies (functional currency). Financial information is translated from the applicable functional currency to the Euro. Income expenses and cash flows are translated at average exchange rates prevailing during the fiscal year or at transaction exchange rates. Assets and liabilities are translated at fiscal year-end exchange rates.

# General description of data sources
The MFRP is the main data carrier for constituent entities of the Adecco Group to report their financial data on a monthly basis. The financial statements prepared are consolidated and prepared in accordance with US Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (US GAAP).

The Tax package is the tool implemented by the Group for tax accounting reporting purposes. Constituent entities of the Group submit their tax related information using this tool, after validated tax amounts are booked into the MFRP.

# Total unrelated party revenue
The revenue reported is the sum of sales, operating and non-operating income, other financial income and external interest income of all constituent entities of the Group resident for tax purposes in the relevant tax jurisdiction. The source of this information is the MFRP.

# Total related party revenue
The revenue reported is the sum of inter-company operating income, interest income, financial income, royalties and corporate cost of all constituent entities resident for tax purposes in the relevant tax jurisdiction. Dividends and gains on intra-group share transfers are not included. The source of this information is the MFRP. MFRPs are used to collate the information for the group consolidated annual report. Where we have more than one entity reporting in a single MFRP, the revenue for these entities may be reported on a consolidated basis.

# Profit (Loss) before income tax
The amount reported is the sum of the profit (loss) before income tax of all constituent entities resident for tax purposes in the relevant tax jurisdiction. Dividends received from other constituent entities and gains/losses on intra-group share transfers are not included in the profit (loss) before income tax. The source of this information is MFRP. Where we have more than one entity reporting in a single MFRP, the Profit (Loss) before income tax may be reported by these entities on a consolidated basis.

# Income tax paid (on cash basis)
The amount reported is the sum of cash paid for income and withholding taxes of all constituent entities resident for tax purposes in the relevant tax jurisdiction. The source of this information is the tax package. The cash paid relates to cash movement in the current year such as payments, refunds, taxes withheld by customers and payments relating to risk reserves. The withholding taxes include cash payments relating to intercompany charges such as trademark royalties and management services etc. R&D tax credits that are claimed and paid to us for R&D activities are netted against the taxes paid if they are accounted for in the tax line under US GAAP.

# Income tax accrued (current year)
The amount reported is the sum of tax provisions (accrued tax expenses) of all constituent entities resident for tax purposes in the relevant tax jurisdiction. Deferred taxes and provisions for uncertain tax liabilities such as risk reserves, discrete events and prior year adjustments are excluded, thus the amount reported only reflects tax expenses in the current year. The source of this information is the tax package.

# Sales tax contributions
See page 13 for the relevant definitions.
Payroll and social security tax contributions
See page 13 for the relevant definitions.

Stated capital
The amount reported is the sum of the par value or stated value of preferred and common stocks of the company issued and outstanding capital of all constituent entities resident for tax purposes in the relevant tax jurisdiction. The source of this information is the MFRP.

Accumulated earnings
The amount reported is the sum of retained earnings of prior years, dividends paid for the current year and net income attributed to shareholders of all constituent entities resident for tax purposes in the relevant tax jurisdiction. The source of this information is MFRP. Where we have more than one entity reporting in a single MFRP, earnings may be reported by these entities on a consolidated basis.

Number of employees
The amount represents the total number of employees on a full-time equivalent (FTE) basis of all constituent entities resident for tax purpose in the relevant tax jurisdiction at year end. Employed workers placed with our customers as part of our Flexible Placement service line are not included. Independent contractors participating in the ordinary operating activities of a constituent entity are not considered. Since the proportionate share of the net profit or loss of the external party of majority investments of constituent entities (ownerships of 50% to less than 100%) is included, the number of employees shown in Table 1 also includes the proportionate share of the number of employees of the majority investments in external parties. The source of this information is the MFRP.

Tangible assets other than cash and cash equivalents
The amount represents the sum of net book values of tangible assets such as land, buildings, furniture, fixtures and office equipment, leasehold improvements, computer and other equipment and accumulated depreciation of all constituent entities resident for tax purposes in the relevant tax jurisdiction. The source of this information is the MFRP.